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FAIR LAWN— AT most private galleries, end-of-the-season

exhibitions tend to be lackluster affairs. But the one now at the

Kornbluth Gallery here, seasonable though it is, could hold its own at

any time of year.

Primarily, this is because all seven of the artists involved are focusing

on landscape, with and without figures, and because they regard it as

something to be celebrated rather than confronted. In other words,

''Summer Pleasures: Town and Country'' is a show where the

differences are of style rather than attitude.

Linda Sokolowski focuses on bathers - not classical archetypes gamboling in idylic settings

but ordinary people in swimsuits enjoying themselves in and around bodies of water.

''Edge of the Water,'' a diptych in oils, is a well-organized composition dominated by a boy

kneeling on sand in the foreground. But it has a stiff, incomplete look, possibly because of

its thin, streakily applied color.

Not so the monotypes, for while the artist may have had some help from photographs with

these small scenes of figures standing in and walking beside water, she appears much

more at ease with the graphic medium. The colors - olive greens, muted blues and browns

- are rubbed on as if with the fingers, and the results are liquid-looking images bathed in a

cold northern light.

William Clutz's figures, walking and sunning themselves in parks, have a sculptural

presence. This, together with the general ''tempo'' of the artist's large pastels, could have

been inspired by Seurat, although it is expressed by colors applied in slashing strokes -

vertical stripes of orange and lavender in the case of the sky above the distant skyscrapers

in ''Hollywood From the Park.'' Mr. Clutz uses complementary combinations but not

consistently so - for example, in the dark brown rock striped with blue that occupies the

background in ''Sunbathers in the Park.'' Either way, it is the harshness of the artist's

attack that rids the pictures of their Impressionist associations and makes them

memorable.

All of which is in marked contrast to the styles of Rose Naftulin, Robert Selkowitz and Jim

Giddings, which derive more gently from Impressionism. Artists who take Monet's garden

for a subject invite invidious comparison, and Ms. Naftulin fares no better than the many

other competitors seen by this reviewer.

All the same, her view of the entrance to the master's pink house, flanked by sunflowers in

pots, is undeniably pretty, as is that of two figures and a dog glimpsed across a hazy mass

of greenery studded by pink, white and yellow blossoms. What works fairly well in oil

paint, however, fails in watercolor: the still life of anemones in a vase accompanied by a

bowl of strawberries, a length of pink paper or fabric and assorted paintings on paper is

weak in both composition and execution.
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Though essentially ecole de Fairfield Porter in style, Mr. Selkowitz's paintings of sunlit

porches are more detailed than the equivalents by his mentor. Also, the tonal contrasts

tend to be sharper. But they are nonetheless attractive, especially ''Dappled Veranda,''

where wicker chairs and tables stand on a deck mottled in pale pink and various tones of

cerulean, their silhouettes and the arches of the porch dark against the dazzling green of

the trees beyond.

Another pastelist, Mr. Giddings presents fluffy scenes of figures lazing on the beach. They

would become a touch monotonous were it not for the emphasis on pattern. This is at its

most effective in the study of two chaise longues seen from the rear, where the stripes on

the occupied chair bend to the shape of its unseen occupant while those on the empty one

remain straight.

Larry Horowitz takes his cue from the stillness of Luminism and the fuzziness of George

Inness's later works. His best effort is ''Red Glow,'' where a glassy lake reflects the green of

the wooded banks embracing it and the pink and blue of the sky above. A perfect double

image, it is bisected by a pale stripe that marks where the subject ends and its reflection

begins.

Celia Reisman differs from her colleagues in both her subject matter, which is the

suburban landscape, and her technique, which is derived from Cubism. All her paintings

are about houses abutting on each other at odd angles with trees nestling in between.

Details are reduced to the minimum - the buildings can be no more than windowless boxes

with triangular roofs. They come in cool, high-keyed grays and greens, the better to show

off the foliage, which, stylized into shapes resembling foxes' tails, runs the gamut from

sage green through various yellows to oranges and reds. Separating the houses or looming

over them, the trees stand windswept, the only signs of life in these haunted-looking

compounds.

No philosophies are advanced, no new ground is broken: this is a show that is meant to

give pleasure, and it succeeds. It can be seen Tuesday through Saturday from 10 A.M. to

5:30 P.M. until Aug. 26, but prospective visitors should know that the gallery is closed

from July 30 through Aug. 14. The gallery is at 7-21 Fair Lawn Avenue.

Photo of work by Celia Reisman
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